
The Power of Two features the work individually and 
collaboratively of Mary Einstein Wright (1904-1952) and 
Russel Wright (1904-1976). In 1927 they became partners  
in marriage and in business. By the time of Mary’s death in 
1952, their significant contribution to design in the 20th 
century was established, and Russel Wright was a household 
name. Their well-paired talents combined to be far more than 
the sum of two parts. With Russel’s innovative designs and 
commitment to “good design is for everyone” paired with 
Mary’s innovative talent as a marketing strategist and her 
unique sales skills, they pioneered a sea change in millions  
of American homes and laid the groundwork for today’s 
astonishing level of lifestyle branding. Given the unprecedented 
success of the Wright brand, it is surprising to many that both 
Mary and Russel’s early aesthetic passions lay elsewhere. 

When they met, Mary had already begun a career as a  
fine artist working in New York City. Russel made a name  
for himself at Princeton in the early 1920s as a theatrical 
designer and was also intently pursuing a career in New York 
City. Although the provenance of the theatrical designs seen 
in this exhibition is unknown, it is estimated that they were 
completed prior to his meeting Mary. Most of Mary’s drawings, 
shown here for the first time, were also completed prior  
to meeting Russel. 

Beginning in 1923 Russel spent his summers designing 
and directing at the Maverick Art Colony’s theatre. In the 
spring of 1927 Russel gathered a group to go to Woodstock 
and work under his direction at the Maverick Theatre. He 
solicited a number of helpers from the Art Colony participants 
one of whom was Mary Small Einstein who was there studying 
sculpture with Alexander Archipenko. That fall Mary and 
Russel returned to New York City and married. Russel 
worked as technical stage manager under director Rouben 
Mamoulian and designer Lee Simonson, after which he was 
hired as stage manager and designer for George Cukor’s 
famous group in Rochester, New York, a job he says he 
could not have handled without Mary. The couple managed  

to survive four months working day and night. It was an 
arduous job for both, and they returned to New York in 
search of less demanding stage work. Unfortunately, that 
was not to be, and the Rochester job was Russel’s last 
experience in theatre. 

Life became increasingly difficult and bills continued to build. 
Mary suggested that they could design objects like those sold 
in Madison Avenue shops. For Russel the transition from 
theatre to product design was natural, but he knew nothing 
of what was in vogue. Thankfully Mary did, so he decided to 
undertake her suggested projects and began with the $800 
they had managed to save. Soon Mary found some interest 
in the small plaster reproductions of the large-scale circus 
animals Russel had made at Maverick, which they produced 
in various metals. The circus animals quickly became popular, 
and the Wrights decided to approach the large department 
stores. This initial design venture was met with enthusiasm 
and was featured in the top magazines: Vogue, Vanity Fair, 
Harper’s Bazaar and many more. From objets d’art, Russel 
turned to designing useful items, beginning with a line of 
spun pewter bar accessories. In spite of the Depression, Mary 
was able to sell these to New York stores that ordered and 
reordered. Her direct contact with press and buyers all 
over the country, not to mention her winning charm, became 
one of the Wrights’ greatest assets. The pair dreamed up  
an impressive variety of functional, unique and beautiful 
objects, which Russel acknowledges “often stemmed from 
Mary.” Their influence on the gift trade was powerful.

The works shown in this exhibition attest to the clear 
aesthetic kinship of this complementary couple, whose 
innovations changed the lifestyles of millions. Often there  
is discussion among art and design experts on where the 
line between the two should be drawn. Mary’s letters to 
Russel, which show her participation in the design process, 
and her artistic talent evident in these early drawings make 
that line even less distinct.


